Accounts Payable
Online invoice storage, data entry, and bill pay with
integrations to your accounting software

Sourcery is AP Automation catered to
the foodservice industry
You probably didn’t enter the restaurant business with dreams of
paperwork, invoices, accounts payable, and other clerical tasks. But
you know they have to be done.

Why restaurants and
accountants love Sourcery
• Find and store all your invoices
online in one place
• Print, download, or access all your
invoices from any device
• Pay any invoices with one click

An often-cited study revealed that 60 percent of restaurants fail within
the first year. We’re not saying that to scare you, but it’s really critical to
be a good businessperson, not just a good restaurateur.
It means you need to keep an eye on everything - deliveries, weight,
invoices, etc. And when you find a mistake, make sure you speak up.
Let your vendors know, and make sure the correct action is taken. In
a perfect world, no one would screw up, and no one would deliberately
try to shortchange you and your business. Unfortunately, that’s not the
world we live in.

• All transactions are tracked by date,
invoice, vendor, and approver for
detailed record-keeping
• Integrates with most solutions
including Quickbooks, Sage, Xero,
Netsuite, Intacct, Dynamics GP

To schedule a free demo, visit
getsourcery.com or call us at
(415) 805-6349

So how can you make sure nothing slips through? Find a way to keep
track of it. For some people, printing everything and putting it into an
old fashioned filing cabinet does the trick. But in today’s world, that
seems to us like an unnecessary hassle. Most people much prefer
keeping everything organized electronically.

Visit us at getsourcery.com

sales@getsourcery.com or call (415) 805-6349

What is Sourcery?
With Sourcery’s foodservice expertise, easy-to-use technology, and unmatched customer support, professional food
businesses trust Sourcery to make their back-of-the-houses more efficient. We want to empower our customers,
companies in food and hospitality, with more accurate and modern accounts payable.

Invoice Storage

Categorization

Say goodbye to paper piles and file cabinets. Imagine
pulling up an old invoice with a simple search query
or quickly finding all of the invoices associated with
a particular vendor over a particular date range.
Sourcery translates all invoices into digital data to
provide a simple solution to view your payables.

Sourcery creates a customized chart of accounts with
both numerical code and naming assignments based
on your organization.

Bill Pay
Pay vendors with a single click. Imagine taking
care of payables from any web device with a web
connection: desktop, laptop, smartphone, tablet, you
name it. Free yourself to work while you’re in the
store, on the road, or at the office.

Reports
Read real-time spend so that you can find outliers,
track high volume purchases, and make educated
decisions on future purchases. Reduce the time it
takes to find information that matters to you.

Customer Service
Your dedicated Sourcery account manager’s works
closely with you as an extension of your team. They’ll
look after your operations, and keep you posted on
any changes that they notice.

The Benefits of Sourcery
Sourcery is a good way to make sure you’re aware of everything happening with your business. We can catch
discrepancies between your order and what was delivered, or a charge that shouldn’t exist.

Lower Costs of AP Processing

Improve Your Teams Roles and Rules

Save money by outsourcing your invoice data
entry. Eliminate errors and slash time in half. Stop
overpaying your employees to perform process-driven
tasks and empower them to get back to doing more
impactful duties.

Your team shouldn’t be spending their time calling
for additional details and duplicating efforts. Give
your team the technology to scale and flourish. The
Sourcery solution is flexible and can be customized
for different workflows and processes tailored to you.

Accessible Anywhere

Extend Your AP Team

Easily scan your invoices into Sourcery, in bulk or one
at a time. All invoices will be kept on file and easily
searchable by you. Implementing Sourcery allows your
organization to grow without having to add additional
W2’s, or potentially a full A/P department. By utilizing
Sourcery, your staff is able to view actionable data
within hours, instead of weeks or potentially months.

Let go of the lowest margin, most labor intensive part
of your business: data entry and paper wrangling.
Sourcery will help you get back to doing what you do
best and what makes you most profitable.

Visit us at getsourcery.com

sales@getsourcery.com or call (415) 805-6349

